Plans for NextGen include the implementation of Net-Centric Operations (NCO) as the underlying mechanism to more effectively manage National Air Transportation System (NAS) resources. NCO mechanisms will provide the means for all agents operating in the NAS to self-synchronize in the presence of changing situations and probabilistic forecasts. Applications of NCO in other domains (e.g. military war fighting and health care) have identified the importance of developing rules and procedures for NCO to ensure that the behavior of all agents yields a net benefit to the system. This paper describes the results of a multi-agent simulation of the evolution of Airline Operation Center (AOC) decision-making for trans-continental route selection when demand for the routes is in excess of the available slots. The results show the emergence of hawk and dove alliances in AOC strategies. In some cases, these strategies yield improved performance and utilization of NAS resources. The implications of these results are discussed.
I. Introduction
Plans for NextGen 1 include the implementation of Net-Centric Operations (NCO) [2] [3] [4] as the underlying mechanism to more effectively manage National Air Transportation System (NAS) resources. NCO mechanisms will provide the means for all agents operating in the NAS to self-synchronize in the presence of changing situations and probabilistic forecasts. Applications of NCO in the NAS (e.g. Collaborative Decision Making for Ground Delay Programs) 5 and in other domains (e.g. military war fighting and health care) have identified the importance of developing rules and procedures for NCO to ensure that the behavior of all agents yields a net benefit to the system. 2 Wojcik, 6 Campbell et al., 7 and Waslander and Tomlin have explored the adaptive behaviors of agents in the NAS, e.g. airlines, to better understand the effects of competition and cooperation on system-wide performance and resource utilization. This studies the selection of trans-continental routes, like the Playbook Routes a , by selfish, but informed airlines. This paper describes the results of a multi-agent simulation of the evolution of Airline Operation Center (AOC) decision-making for trans-continental route selection when demand for the routes is in excess of the available slots. The results show the existence of a tradeoff between performance and utilization when all the agents exhibit homogeneous strategies. The results also show the emergence of hawk and dove 9 alliances in AOC strategies when the strategies are allowed to differ between airlines. In some cases, these strategies yield improved performance and utilization of NAS resources. The implications of these results are discussed.
The paper is structured as follows. The first section of the paper defines the objective. The second section explains the methodology of the experiments and provides definitions of concepts used in the experiments.
This section also describes the tools used and behaviors of the agents. The third section presents the designs of the experiments and their results. The last two sections are about conclusions and future work.
II. Objective
The general objective of the research is to forecast the consequences in utilization and performance of implementing NextGen, i.e. Net-Centric Operations, in the trans-continental air route selection in the National Air Transportation System of the United States of America. Three specific objectives of the research are the following:
• Compute the tradeoff between performance, i.e. airline cost, and route utilization in the presence of NextGen
• Measure the increase in the effective capacity through cooperation / gaming in the selection of transcontinental routes
• Evaluate the role of availability and latency of information in the trans-continental route selection
This study has the objective of forecasting the effects of airline strategies on airline performance and infrastructure utilization.
III. Methodology

III.A. An instance of the trans-continental route selection problem
The scope of the research is limited to the route selection problem. In particular, the situations in which flights must choose among trans-continental routes in the United States. Airline Operations Center (AOC) choose the routes for the flights before the take off, and flights are not rerouted after they are airborne.
Currently, TFM faces this choice when capacity reductions keep flights from using their intended routes. To manage these situations TFM can choose among standard alternate routes defined in a document called Playbook b . There are 19 East to West trans-continental route, 3 South to Northeast route, and 21 West to East trans-continental routes in the Playbook. Each route affects a particular set of facilities. Facilities can be navigation aids, route segments, or airports. Any flight whose flight plan included one of these facilities is sent to an alternate route from the Playbook. Figure 1 shows an example with two alternate West to East trans-continental routes, drawn in blue. The distances of the routes are not equal. Both routes share the same destination airport or metroplex, circled in green. And all the origin airports, red dots, have access to both routes also. In this situation the controllers direct the traffic based on the instructions from the Traffic Flow Management (TFM). TFM decisions are intended to balance the traffic among routes and reduce congestion. NextGen is intended to allow AOCs to do part of this task (i.e. self-synchronization) by information sharing.
In this research, flights can choose routes by themselves, communication with the AOC is assumed, based on available information and on some individual criteria, i.e. the strategy of the airline.
b http://www.fly.faa.gov/PLAYBOOK/pbindex.html It is assumed that flights push back from the gates at the scheduled departure time plus a push back delay that is exponentially distributed. The use of an exponential distribution is justified by analysis, made by the Center for Air Transportation Systems and Research c , of historic data published by the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS).
The routes are divided into slots due to safety rules, e.g. separation distances. Controllers assign routes to flights before allowing them to enter the route. Usually, flights wait on the ground until the controllers allow them to fly just-in-time to enter an available slot in a route. Once a flight enters a route, it flies at a speed that allows it to maintain a safe separation with the flights before and after it is in the route.
Each route has an entry queue associated, which is also divided into slots. For modeling purposes, the entry queue is located before the virtual entry fix, marked by the red circles in Figure 1 . The virtual entry fixes are merging points for flights coming from the airports of departure. The number of slots from the virtual entry fix to the destination is called the distance of the route. The ratio between the two distances is a parameter for the simulations called distance ratio and defined by Equation 1.
A simplification used in this study is that all the airports of departure are merged into a single airport. So there is only one schedule for each airline.
Another simplification is that airlines use only one type of aircraft. So the speed of the aircraft are equal; it is normalized to 1.0 d . Also, the slots of the routes, i.e. distance slots, are of fixed distance. Consequently, the time flights wait on the ground is measured also in time slots of fixed duration: the time it takes a flight to fly a distance slot at constant speed.
It is also assumed that airports can accommodate all the scheduled flights. It is not necessary to change the speed of the flights while they are flying or to reroute them either while they are flying or after they have selected a route.
The airborne costs are equal between airlines, as are the ground costs. The cost of flying a distance slot, i.e. airborne cost, is normalized to 1.0. And the cost of waiting on the ground, i.e. ground cost, is expressed as a fraction of the normalized airborne cost. The ratio of the ground cost to the airborne cost is a parameter of the simulation and it is defined by Equation 2. Airborne and ground costs are functions of the number of slots. Utilization is reported also as number of slots.
Three airlines are considered in the experiments. Each airline has 30 flights scheduled to depart. The schedules are flat, i.e. there is one flight per time slot for each airline. The schedules are uniform, i.e. there are no empty time slots between flights.
III.B. Architecture
The goals of the study are achieved by integrating several components (see Figure 2 ): a NAS simulator, a decision making module, a multi-objective Evolutionary Computation platform, a data repository, and a visualization module. The following subsections explain each of these architectural components.
III.B.1. NAS simulator
The NAS simulation provides a neutral (i.e. unbiased towards any particular strategy or regulation) representation of flights, airports, routes, weather, and other elements of the NAS that are relevant to the experiments.
There are many general purpose, free, open source, and portable multi-agent simulation (MAS) tools that can serve the purpose of simple NAS simulator. In the experiments of this study MASON e10 was used because it is easy to use and because there was direct support from the developers. MASON was developed at George Mason University. Another reason to use MASON was that the experiments did not require a detailed simulation of the NAS, but a very abstract situation. The multi-objective Evolutionary Computation platform provides a way to achieve adaptation of the strategies. The platform uses the simulation (see the stereotype ¡¡uses¿¿ in Figure 2 ) to evaluate combinations of strategies. The platform supports the computation of Pareto surfaces based on the results of the executions of the Evolutionary Algorithms. Hence, it must be multi-objective.
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The platform EC3 was used in the experiments of this study.
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EC3 is an academic Evolutionary Computation tool intended to demonstrate Evolutionary Algorithms. EC3 includes several standard Evolutionary Algorithms, e.g. Evolution Strategies, 14 Genetic Algorithms, 15 Evolutionary Strategies. 16 It is written in Java and provides a basic GUI to control the algorithms and display results. The source code was provided by the author. The tool required some modifications to make it suitable for a multi-objective optimization problem. Some of these modifications are still in being developed.
III.B.3. Data repository
The data repository provides a way to analyze and reproduce experiments. It is also the source of parameter values for the simulation. It can be implemented as a database, a set of log files, or a combination of both.
The data repository includes three separated elements: the parameters, the log files, and the outcomes repository. The following paragraphs explain these components. Parameters In the current implementation of the simulation, the parameters are given in a combination of command line parameters and configuration files. The MASON multi-agent simulation receives command line parameters. The EC3 application uses configuration files in text format, but the GUI allows the modification of those files.
Log files
The current implementation of the multi-agent simulation can write log files in text format, and store them in a database. Figure 3 illustrates the current design of the database that stores execution data and outcomes.
EC3 can write outputs and execution data in text files.
Outcomes repository
In the current implementation of the simulation outcomes are part of the data recorded in the log files and in the database (See Figure 3) .
These data are used to generate charts and test the execution of the simulation.
III.B.4. Decision making module
This module implements the behavior of the agents being simulated, i.e. airlines and flights. It can be changed from experiment to experiment. From the implementation perspective, the module is distributed among the agents and embedded in their source code. The visualization allows the presentation of results to the user. It eases the analysis by displaying charts, tables, messages, or any other useful visualization devices.
III.B.5. Visualization module
This module allows the control of the Evolutionary Algorithm, and the multiagent simulation.
From the implementation perspective, it is distributed among other components of the architecture (see the composition relation in Figure 2 ).
III.C. Definitions
III.C.1. The definition of cost
The performance of the system being simulated is measured using two criteria or objective functions.
The first criterion is the cost. For the interest of this research, cost is operative: it is a function of the fuel consumption of flights, i.e. airborne cost, and of the time the flight waits on the ground, i.e. ground cost.
It is assumed that when the flight is waiting on the ground it has either the engines off or idling to use only little fuel.
Equation 3 shows how the airborne cost of a flight is computed during the simulation. In the equation, d r is the distance of the route to be flown by the flight. The factor f f is a conversion factor from distance slots (used by d r ) to cost units.
Equation 4 shows how the ground cost of a flight is computed during the simulation. In the equation, t r is the time a flight waits on the ground after pushing back from the gate and before starting to fly. The factor w f is a conversion factor from time slots (used by t r ) to cost units.
The cost of the i-th flight is computed with Equation 5. Where the sub-index "i" is used to identify each flight.
The cost for the j-th airline, called airline cost, during the execution of a simulation is computed with the Equation 6 . Where the sub-index j is used to identify an airline.
The cost across all airlines in a simulation, called aggregated airline cost, is computed using Equation 7 . This is the performance metric of the system used in the simulations.
III.C.2. The definition of utilization
Intuitively, utilization is defined as number of unused route slots in the execution of a simulation. At each time step of the simulation, all the flights for which the departure time is reached must choose a route and enter the entry queue of the route. If a route could have been choose, but it is not chosen adds one unused slot to the total unused slots. This is the utilization metric of the system used in the simulations.
The implication of this algorithm is that unused slots are only counted once, even if they remain empty in subsequent time steps.
III.D. The airline, flights, and route behaviors
In these experiments the airlines do not show active behavior. They only have two real numbers, 0 ≤ β ≤ α ≤ 1, as parameters. These two parameters define the valid strategies of the flights associated to the airline.
Flights have a single parameter, ϕ. The value of this parameter is determined by the condition β ≤ ϕ ≤ α. Intuitively, this parameter determines the importance the flight gives to the airborne cost. Each flight decides which route to choose when its schedule departure time plus some push back delay is reached. All flights use Equation 8 as decision function to choose routes. It is Equation 5 expanded and with the parameter ϕ introduced.
In Equation 8, d r is the distance of the route "r" in distance slots; t r if the length of the entry queue of route "r" in time slots in the moment of the choice; f f is a conversion factor from distance slots to cost units; w f is another conversion factor from time slots to cost units. Equation 8 computes the route "r" with the minimal predicted cost for the flight.
Neither the distance nor the length of the queue are known to the pilots in the current NAS. An assumption in these experiments is that the information is perfect, i.e. real-time and exact, and available to all the flights.
III.E. Considerations for the experimental design
III.E.1. Stochastic behavior and multiple executions
The NAS is a stochastic system. There are several processes in the NAS that cannot be simulated in a deterministic way, e.g. weather, arrival and departure delays. Also the behavior of humans involved in the system is not deterministic.
As a reflex of this, the simulation has some sources of stochastic behavior. One source of stochastic behavior is the introduction of the pushback delays. A pushback delay occurs when a flight scheduled to push back from its gate at predetermined time does not push back at that time. Most frequently, flights show small positive delays, they push back late, but only a few minutes. Very rarely, flights push back before the scheduled time, i.e. negative delay. There are cases in which the delay is more significant, but these cases are not frequent.
Studies of the pushback delay show that it is exponentially distributed, with a λ of about 25 minutes, but the value changes from airport to airport.
Another source of stochastic behavior results from the decision making of the agents. In the experiments explained in a section below, flights chose routes based on predicted costs. If two or more routes have equal predicted costs, the flight breaks the tie by randomly selecting any of the tied routes.
Later, with the introduction of the Evolutionary Algorithm, another source of stochastic behavior arises. The solutions found by the Evolutionary Algorithm are rarely equal from execution to execution.
A more implicit source of stochastic behavior comes from the multi-agent simulation platform used during the experiments, i.e. MASON. In each iteration of the simulation, MASON processes the agents in random order. So, a flights could see different current situations on each execution depending on whether it has real-time information or not.
In future experiments, any simulation or Evolutionary Computation Platform used in the experiments would bring similar sources of stochastic behavior.
The experimental design must consider these sources of stochastic behavior. Each scenario must be executed several times and only mean values and standard deviations should be reported as results.
The exact number of times to execute a scenario should be computed considering execution time constraints, as well as statistical criteria, e.g. required confidence intervals.
III.E.2. Validation of results
Castle and Crooks
17 recommend to perform the so-called internal validation when the system involves a multi-agent simulation. The internal validation is a form of unit testing of the simulation. The assumption behind this validation is that if the parts of the system work well separated, there is a higher probability for them to work well together.
This approach has being used informally during the experiments, and it will be used more formally in future experiments.
The research is evaluating plausible futures after the implementation of NextGen. The implementation of NextGen is still mostly in the future and the results of the experiments are forecasts. So, there are no data to compare to the results of the simulation.
The approach in this research is to design experiments that are statistically sound. This will build more confidence in the results of the experiments. This is another form of internal validation.
As external validation researchers usually build their simulations and train them on historic data. If the simulation is able to "predict" the past then, the researchers assume, forecasts of the future will also be correct. 18 In a system like the NAS there is no guarantee of that premise to be true. Another approach for validation purposes is to present the results to an expert in the field and ask for advise and opinions on the plausibility of the results. This approach has been used in the experiments and will be used in future experiments too. 
IV. Experiments and results
IV.A. Experiment #1: Fixed homogeneous airline strategies
The experiment #1 includes no Evolutionary Computation, i.e. there is no adaptation. The results of this experiment are presented in more detail in Calderón-Meza et al. 19 In the present study the charts of cost and the charts of under-utilization in the former study are merged into one Pareto surface chart. Also, not all the Pareto surfaces are shown in the present study, but only one for the cost ratio of 0.3 and the distance ratio of 0.68.
In this experiment, all the airlines use the same pair of parameters, and the two values of the parameters are equal, i.e. β = α = ϕ. Effectively, all flights in the experiment behave the same way in each execution. The behavior of the flights is fixed during each execution of the experiment.
The experiment is divided into scenarios. Each scenario is defined by a combination of three parameters: the Airline/Flight behavior defined by α = β = ϕ, the distance of the Route 0 , and the ground to airborne cost ratio (See Table 1 ). Since there are sources of stochastic behavior, e.g. the pushback delays, and random resolution of cost ties during the decision making of the agents, each scenario is repeated 30 times. The results of each repetition is recorded, but only the mean and standard deviation are reported for a scenario.
The parameters vary as follows. The behavior parameter, i.e. α = β = ϕ, simply identified by ϕ can take the values 0.0, 0.10, 0.20, 0.33, 0.50, 0.67, 0.75, 1.00. The value 0.00 represents the strategy in which all the flights minimize their ground cost. The value 1.00 represents the strategy in which all the flights minimize the airborne cost.
The Route 0 distance varies from 39 to 75 slots in increments of 2 slots for a total of 19 different values. The distance of the Route 1 remains constant at 57 slots.
The ground to airborne cost ratio can take three different values: 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7. The meaning of this value is that the cost of waiting on the ground one time slot has a cost that is 0.3, 0.5, or 0.7 times smaller then the cost of flying one distance slot. The ratio might change to simulate conditions in which, for instance, the cost of fuel is higher.
The experiment has a total of 8 * 19 * 3 = 456 scenarios. Each scenario is repeated 30 time for a total of 13680 executions. The horizontal axis chart is the aggregated airline cost in cost units. The vertical axis is the total unused slots. The curve shows whiskers, or error bars, for the two criteria (horizontal and vertical axes). The curve is a Tradeoff surface or Pareto surface for this particular set of parameters. The shape of the curve is typical of problem in which the two criteria are being minimized.
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Curves for other combinations of parameters show similar shapes.
When the control parameter, i.e. the behavior parameter ϕ, is 1.00 all the flights are minimizing their airborne cost. Then they all choose to fly the shortest route. The longest route remains unused. Since there are a total of 90 scheduled flights, there are also 90 unused slots corresponding to the slots of the longest route. But the aggregated airline cost is minimal.
When ϕ takes the values 0.50, 0.67, and 0.75, the results are equal the case when ϕ = 1.00. Because of the value of the ground to airborne cost ratio, when the flights start giving more importance to the airborne cost, this cost dominates the whole decision process, and the ground cost becomes irrelevant. So the results are equal in all those cases.
When ϕ = 0.00 all the flights are minimizing their ground cost. Flights chose whichever route has the shortest wait queue. The result is that traffic is balanced between the routes: utilization is minimal in this case. But cost is higher because half of the flights are flying the longest path. The lessons learned from this experiment are that the variances are small enough to say that parameter that control the behavior of the flights is effective to control the aggregated airline cost and the utilization. Also, there is an observable tradeoff between the utilization and the aggregated airline cost.
IV.B. Experiment #2: Heterogeneous behaviors and adaptation
The experiment #2 includes adaptation of the flight behaviors. The adaptation is achieved by an Evolutionary Algorithm that uses the multi-agent simulation to evaluate possible configurations of behaviors.
In this experiment, each airline uses the same values for its two parameters, i.e. α = β. But the value is different for each airline, i.e. α 1 = α 2 = α 3 . As before, all the flights scheduled by an airline behave the same way, e.g. ϕ 1 = α 1 = β 1 for airline 1. So the behavior of an airline is represented by its varphi value.
The goal of the experiment is to compute the Pareto surface for a situation in which the behavior of the flights (airlines) is not homogeneous. Then the utilization and aggregated cost pairs must be ranked in some way to be compared to other values. As explained in the literature review, there are several ways to rank vectors of results. In this experiment the weighted sum of the results is used. An explanation of this technique is given by Fonseca and Fleming.
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The objective function for the ranking of solutions is shown in Equation 9 . The this equation cost is the aggregated cost, unused slots in the total unused slots, and ω is the weight. Intuitively, ω is the importance or social value given to the aggregated cost. It is a real number limited to the range 0 ≤ ω ≤ 1.
This ω is one more, continuous, parameter of the experiment. The flights make decisions based on the function shown in Equation 8 . But, the values of ϕ are modified during the experiments in search for "the best" combination of behaviors determined by the objective function.
All the other parameters, ranges, and conditions remain the same of the simulation. The Evolutionary Algorithm brings with it more parameters. Table 2 shows the names and values of these parameters. It is not the goal of these experiment to determine the best combination of parameters for the Evolutionary Algorithm. So, its parameters remain constant during all the experiment. The experiment is divided into scenarios. Each scenario is defined by a combination of six parameters: the Airline/Flight behavior for airline 1 defined by α 1 = β 1 = ϕ 1 , the Airline/Flight behavior for airline 2 defined by α 2 = β 2 = ϕ 2 , the Airline/Flight behavior for airline 3 defined by α 3 = β 3 = ϕ 3 , the distance of the Route 0 , the ground to airborne cost ratio, and the weight defined by ω. To simplify the analysis, the distance of Route 0 remains constant at 39 slots, and the ground to airborne cost ration also remains constant at 0.3. (See Table 3 ). Since there are sources of stochastic behavior, e.g. the pushback delays, and random resolution of cost ties during the decision making of the agents, each scenario is repeated 30 times. The results of each repetition is recorded, but only the mean and standard deviation are reported and used as inputs to the objective function for a scenario. The parameters vary as follows. The behavior parameters are varied automatically by the Evolutionary Algorithm. The algorithm executes the simulation 30 times with each individual and it reported the mean and standard deviation as outcomes.
The ω varies from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.1. The experiment has a total of 15 individuals, i.e. scenarios, per generation of the Evolutionary Algorithm. Each scenario is repeated 30 times. There is a limit of 300 births for a total of 20 generations. Since ω can take 11 different values, the total number of executions when the distance and cost ratios are constant is 15 * 30 * 20 * 11 = 99000 executions of the simulation. If the distance and cost ratios also vary, the total number of executions is 99000 * 19 * 3 = 5643000. Table 4 shows the results for experiment #2 when the distance and cost ratios remain constant at 0.68 and 0.3. In nine of the eleven results one of the airlines uses a value of ϕ that is much higher, in italics, than the values of the other two airlines, i.e. this airline is more aggressive minimizing the its airborne cost. The other two airlines prefer to minimize the ground cost. In the last two rows, when the importance of aggregated cost is higher, ω approaches 1.0, the results are different. In these rows two airlines, also in italics, more aggressively minimize the airborne cost, and only one minimizes the ground cost. The individual airline cost is always less for the airlines that are aggressive in flying the shortest route (in italics)) that for airlines that minimize the ground cost. Using an aggressive strategy brings less cost as a benefit for the airline.
The aggregated cost decreases as ω increases. Since ω is the importance of the aggregated cost in the objective function (see Equation 9 ), this is the expected behavior.
In the search for lower aggregated cost, there is a point from which the cost is reduced by sacrificing utilization. In the first nine rows of the table, there is only one unused slots, but in the last two (in bold) there are 19 and 33 unused slots. These results intuitively indicate that there is a tradeoff, but finding it depends on the value of ω.
The values in the table are examples of the best individuals in each scenario. There are other different individuals, not reported in the table, with similar outcomes. The goal of the experiment is to approximate the Pareto surface. So, the Evolutionary Algorithm must be extended so that it can monitor the population and record all the best individuals found during the execution. This set of individuals have a higher probability of being on the Pareto surface. This extension was not implemented in this experiment.
The lessons learned from this experiment are that normalization of the outcomes or criteria is needed. The value of utilization is much smaller than the value of aggregated airline cost. Since the criteria are linearly combined, the aggregated airline cost tends to dominate the objective function. The computation of scaling values is no easy task and was not done in this experiment. Instead, fixed values of 5000 and 3510 where used as bounds for the aggregated airline cost. For the utilization the bounds are 0 and 90. Some work has been done after the experiment to create a formula to compute the lower limit of the cost. Theoretically, there is no upper limit since the pushback delays are exponentially distributed and this distribution has no upper bound.
Another lesson learned in this experiment is that there is the need to implement the Hall of Fame as a means to record all the best individuals. The changes to the EC3 are proposed and being implemented.
Finally, the use of the weighted sum as an objective function is subjective. The importance of cost is actually a social value, it can change from community to community, from agent to agent. In fact, almost any result can be achieved by properly changing the value of ω. Because of this, another experiment was attempted.
V. Conclusions
This study focuses on a simplified version of the problem of trans-continental route selection by the Airline Operations Centers in the presence of NextGen, i.e. Net-Centric Operations. Two multi-agent simulation experiments were carried out to forecast consequences of the implementation of NextGen in the route selection problem.
The agents select the route with minimal predicted cost of the route. The cost of a route is the combination of airborne and ground cost. The selection strategy of an agent is controlled by one parameter. The agent can go from selecting only the shortest route, to flying only the route with the least ground (wait) time.
The simulation has two outcomes: the performance, and the utilization. The performance is the aggregated airline cost: total of the actual costs of the flights across all airlines. The utilization is measured by the under-utilization: the total number of route slots not used by any flight when slots could have been used. Experiment #1 uses fixed homogeneous strategies: all agent strategies have the same value for their parameter. The results of the experiment show that there is a performance vs. utilization tradeoff. When the flights choose to fly the shortest route, the aggregated airline cost is low, but the under-utilization is high. When the flights choose not to wait on the ground, the cost becomes higher, but the under-utilization is minimal, i.e. the traffic is balanced between the routes. In the absence of rules about utilization performance considerations by the airlines lead to under-utilization of the system: case when all the agents choose only the shortest route. If the utilization rules are to restrictive, e.g. forcing perfect traffic balance, the cost of the system rises.
Experiment #2 included an Evolutionary Algorithm to adapt the airline strategies independently, i.e. heterogeneous strategies. The results exhibit emergent behavior. Airlines adapt to use strategies of different type. Some of the airlines use a "hawk", i.e. dominant, strategy in terms of reduction of cost by flying the shortest route. While other airlines use a "dove" strategy, reducing cost by choosing the route with the shortest ground wait time. The airlines with the "hawk" strategy achieve the lowest airline cost among the airlines, and the doves receive higher costs. This shows the lack of equity when there are no rules to limit the behavior of the airlines.
VI. Future work
At this stage, extensions and refinements are necessary to compute the Pareto surface, i.e. find the tradeoff, is the case of heterogeneous strategies. The Evolutionary Algorithm must be extended to record all the best individuals found in an execution and report them as results.
The method ranks the combinations of strategies must also be improved, the literature offers several possibilities that must be explored.
It is also future work to analyze and compare more advanced tools to simulate the NAS and to support evolutionary multi-objective optimizations. With these tools more realistic situations could be analyzed.
Several assumptions and premises used in the experiments could be relaxed or modified to make the experiments more realistic. For instance, the schedules of the airlines could be made more complex and real. More airports and flights could also be included in the simulation. More complex routes, i.e. with more merge and branching points could also be used. The last modification would require a redefinition of the concept of utilization. the research in their particular areas of expertise.
